Developing an Emergency Department Order Set
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Background
• Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a life-threatening, multifaceted, debilitating disease
• Recurrent vaso-occlusive episodes (VOEs) are the hallmark of SCD
– Patients with SCD have 2.59 emergency department (ED) visits per year on average, the
majority of which are for VOEs2,3
– Inequity in ED care exists4-6

• Guidelines recommend treatment within 30 minutes of triage, but this is rarely
achieved in practice
• There has been some success with implementing ED protocols to manage
VOEs in both adults and children with SCD3,7,8

Objective
• Our goal was to develop an evidence-based order set that could be
implemented in New York City (NYC) EDs to expedite and standardize
emergency care for SCD patients presenting with acute pain
– Similar to the Community Care of North Carolina Sickle Cell Task Force local protocol9

• Improve the quality and consistency of care provided to patients with SCD

Used a RAND/UCLA modified Delphi panel method
• A valid, reliable, and reproducible method that can be used to generate
consensus

• Convened 10 clinicians practicing in NYC with an average of 11 years’
experience caring for patients with SCD
• Provided clinicians with a review of evidence primarily based on the National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) guidelines on how to best manage
SCD pain in the ED
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Rated 202 items that could be included in an order set
1
A. Triage (e.g., initiate SCD protocol, assign ESI level 2)

B. Initial medical encounter (e.g., implement individualized plan)
C. Targeted evaluation (i.e., rule out other complications)
D. Initial pain management
E. First pain reassessment
F. Second pain reassessment
G. Third pain reassessment
H. Preventive care (e.g., vaccinations, referrals)

I. Discharge (e.g., prescriptions, follow-up appointments)
J. Other considerations (e.g., non-pharmacologic approaches)
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*The majority of the panel rated as likely to improve outcomes, with at least two panelists disagreeing.
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Limitations
• The order set was developed by and for NYC clinicians and may not be
generalizable to SCD care across the United States

• Whether this order set improves outcomes has not yet been demonstrated
• Despite high median ratings, some panelists disagreed on some items – the
order set should be adapted to individual clinic settings
• Only 10 clinicians were involved, who brought their individual judgement and
experience to the process

Conclusions
• A valid, reliable, and reproducible method was used to develop an order set to
help standardize care for patients experiencing VOEs in NYC EDs
• Items in the order set have been shown to improve outcomes:
–
–
–
–
–

Implement or establish a patient’s SCD plan
Implement rapid triage (ESI level 2)
Initiate analgesic therapy within 30 minutes of triage
Assess pain repeatedly throughout the visit
Schedule follow-up appointments at discharge

• Consistent with the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) Guidelines
and Community Care of North Carolina Sickle Cell Task Force local protocol
• Implementation of this order set in NYC EDs is ongoing
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